Sovereign Cloud Ignites Business Growth

The digital economy thrives on data access and integrity. The sovereign cloud offers 5 nines availability and thoroughly isolates the environment from the public Internet using private network connectivity.

Supporting regulated industries

Healthcare patient privacy
Sovereign clouds can provide continuous regulatory compliance, including HIPAA over segregated private networks that limit access to authorized parties.

Protection for financial services
Sovereign cloud enhances data protection, ensures customer privacy and improves apps availability, responsiveness and access.

Trusted data is a business imperative
Data integrity and access to authorized parties on time are the basis for a prosperous digital economy. Sovereign cloud protects data integrity with segregated networks. It also ensures the continuous availability of apps and data to authorized parties using redundant deployments and high-performance interconnects.

- Data classification and management throughout its lifecycle
- Unique customer rights, including the right to scrub and forget data
- The sovereign cloud offers continuous compliance services beyond commercial, public clouds
- Access and data sharing is limited to trusted parties over dedicated networks
- Protection against evolving attack vectors ensures the integrity of data and apps

LEARN MORE
Want to learn more about VMware Sovereign Cloud or if a sovereign cloud is right for you?

Please visit www.cloud.vmware.com/providers/sovereign-cloud for more information or reach out to your trusted VMware Cloud Provider.

RELY ON PARTNERS WITH INDUSTRY INSIGHT
VMware Cloud Providers that are qualified sovereign cloud providers have extensive expertise and deep industry insight in regulated industries, including:
- Data sovereignty and jurisdictional control
- Data access and integrity
- Data security and compliance
- Data independence and mobility